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Connie Reuschlein’s Energy Healing 
Services are now conducted by Phone
It has been an adjustment for my clients and me to face the fact 
that I am no longer available for in-person consultations in the 
Borderlands of El Paso & Las Cruces. I really miss everyone! 

🗝 During August of 2019, grief had settled in over the loss of my 

Borderland clients and my attempts to adjust to so much change. 
That period coincided with the 8:8 Lions Gate, a time when intense 
light frequencies surge thru our light-body and dormant DNA is 
awakened as we align to new ascension codes. 
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Award Received 🏆  

January was an eventful month. 
After being interviewed on Blog 
Talk Radio in two segments, I was 
noticed and selected as Top 
Energy Healer of the Year for 
2019 by the International 
Association of Top Professionals 
(IAOTP). 

El Paso Home Sold🌵  

On Feb 18, when an offer was 
accepted on our El Paso home, 
my husband and I moved to San 
Antonio so Dan could care for his 
parents who are both living at 
home on hospice care.  

We moved into a small rental 
house, allowing us to take our 
time to look for a retirement 
home that gave us what we both 
wanted.  

Then the Fire🔥  

On June 1 at 5pm our rental 
home caught fire. We were out 
back so no one was hurt. It was 
traumatic for me. While my 
husband and son lost little, much 
of my own belongs were lost. 
Fortunately we had rental 
insurance.  I guess it was time for 
me to let go and get a fresh start.  
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🦋  Once I had adjusted to the new energies and moved thru my 
grief, I again have manifested clients contacting me for sessions. 

I feel so fortunate to have this gift of healing because when I 
perform my healing work I feel fulfilled and complete. I’m glad to 
say I have bounced back, feel good, and am looking forward to 
the new vibrations and changes of 2020.  

📞  So you think “over the phone” is not the same?
Although you may wish for a face-to-face session, please 
understand that the Divine doesn’t function under our 
preconceived notions of time and space. Our Light/Aura/Energy 
systems can be anywhere they intend to be even if our physical 
body stays put in one location. 

Those who have had recent phone sessions with me realize the 
sessions are certainly as powerful (if not more so with the higher 
energies coming thru) as in-person consultations of the past.  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Now Settled Again🌷  

We found our dream home and 
closed on it five days after the 
fire. We moved in on July 1. The 
home is 17 miles south of Austin 
on a three acre wooded lot and 
features a wrap-around porch, a 
screened-in porch with jacuzzi, 
pole barn, and chicken coop. 

 

* No chickens for the coop due 
to our bird chasing Dachshund! 

Our house is on a wooded lot 
with a wrap-around porch  —➔

★ Place your attention  and  intention  fully on what you  
feel  ready to receive - desire  to receive - and  know  you 
can receive.  Make sure to LET GO of  HOW  it is to 
come.   Then experience it as happening NOW with all of 
your senses.  Feel gratitude always & notice what comes.
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♥ Our sweet, shy Bailey, a Whippet - Husky 

mix, passed away in San Antonio this April.       
I believe she was around 15 years old.        

When children saw her they would say,                        
“Look at the Little Wolf!”                          

Bailey was a gentle princess.

The house has a lovely screened in porch with hot tub.   

Call or text me at 915-227-2604                    
for your Healing Session. 

Pay online at                
www.LightbodyTailor.com 

Please add a review of my services on Google 
https://g.page/the-lightbody-tailor/review?gm

 In November of 2019, I had eye surgery for 
cataracts. I had no idea how bad my vision had been 
until after the surgery.  I then realized I had been seeing 
my world in shades of SEPIA!  My new world view is so 
bright and colorful it appears surreal. My brain is still 
adjusting to the bright, beautiful colors surrounding me.

Note:  Looking back on 2019, I realize how challenging it was for me to manifest my desires after the 
trauma of the house fire.  I struggled thru the second half of the year and numerous physical problems 
cropped up due to the stresses I placed on myself.  Below is a simplified formula for Manifesting:  

Clear Intention + Joyous Feelings (desires) + Belief (trust) + Gratitude = Desired Outcome

In order for this formula to work, you must LET GO of the HOW it is to happen. The act of attempting to 
figure out a HOW will halt the desired outcome. The Universe works in much more surprising ways than 
we can imagine. You must believe so strongly in the outcome that you already feel/sense/know it is “here”. 
The anticipated outcome will happen in an unexpected way.  As we notice the unexpected happen time & time 
again, our perceptions automatically shift out of old belief patterns. Now we see potentials & possibilities!

 ♥  I miss El Paso   ♥
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